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To us freshmen from Ame
nlor Rhodes scholar said, "
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the New College park."
It v/as October 1. 1914. In
we saw British Tommies in
pital uniforms of light blu
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V. K. Appiin, D. S. O., pf the British
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for it,
should be' willing to live
the
race,"
and in so doing perpetuate
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volunteers -In Oxford. The

night, and over the parlor door saw
What is Home Without a Mother?'
d Bless Our Home.'
I Bless Our Dad?' He gets up early,
off the dew of the lawn with his boots
makes the weekly hand-out for the
taker, and his little pile is badly worn
it, Dad is kicked in the back and goes
II him. Mother darns the socks, but
and the needles and the yarn
bought it all, and jars and sugar
y dinner, carves them himself, and
eryone else is served. 'What is Home
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"We happened in a house the othe"
the legend worked In letters of red,
Across the room was another brief, 'Go
"Now what's the matter with 'Got
lights the fire, boils an egg. and wipes
while many a mother is sleeping. He
butcher, the grocer, the milkman and
before he has been home-an hour."
"If there Is a noise during the nigi
down stairs to find the burglar and kl
Dad bought the socks in the first plac<
ward. Mother dpes up the fruit; well,
cost like the mischief."

"Dad buys chicken for the Sunda
draws the neck from the ruins after ev
Without a Mother?'" Yes, that is all rl|
Ten chances to one it is a boarding h<
landlady is the widow. Dad, here's lo
have lots of them.but you're all right,
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so
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to
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of the war
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have the finest inmen in
soldier. YouI see
the soldiers
the world.
training camps
in "the southernslow.
And I see
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fight
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A sad heart will tire in a mile,
while a happy heart will march, and

get other men to march, miles and
miles.
What this world wants now is a
few more factories where they turn
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Not until these men had
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oil. did the nation seem to
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soldier body at the Y. building, 104,
Friday night. "They arc a belief in
God, a Bible and a prayer." The
of the speaker's talk was to
every soldier present that so
far as his observations and inquiries
had gone, it was practical for every
man who is out to fight for the colors

object
convince

overshadow
ling corps were were
drilli
thousands that
service in the ranks.
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